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Nixon mum on aid
to Cambodia area
WASHINGTON (AP)-The White
House fended off yesterday questions on
the dispatch of U.S. arms to beleaguered
Cambodia and Americans to advise the
Cambodian forces.
Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler told
newsmen he was not in a position now to
say when President Nixon would reach a
decision on what to do and said that "I do
not intend to establish a time frame."
The press secretary was questioned
specifically about a New York Daily
News report from Saigon that the administration has decided to principle to

Cambodia bids
to equip army
with U.S. aid
WASHINGTON (AP)-Secretary of
State William P. Rogers was quoted as
telling the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Monday that Cambodia is
seeking enough U.S. military assistance
to equip a large army with everything
from trucks to planes.
Chairman J.W. Fulbright (D-Ark.l
said it appeared from Rogers's
testimony at a 2H hour closed session
that the administration has not made a
decision on whether to give the Asian
nation assistance. Fulbright said Rogers
was told that the committee is firmly
against sending any aid to Cambodia.
A White House spokesman emphasized meanwhile that the United
States has an overriding interest in
Cambodia.
No one was saying definitely that this
foreshadowed a favorable presidential
decision on the embattled Asian nation's
bid for U.S. arms. But that possibility
was not definitely foreclose* either.
Press secretary Ronald I.. Ziegler
was asked whether President Nixon
regards the Cambodian situation as a
crisis. Ziegler said he was not going to
characterize it beyond saying that the
chief executive is concerned about the
course of events and is meeting with his
advisers regarding them."
Fulbright said Rogers also told the
committee there was a "very tentative
move" among some Asian nations to take
some action among themselves regarding Cambodia.
Fulbright told newsmen a number of
committee members also expressed
opposition to shipping captured Russian
AK47 rifles from South Vietnam to
Cambodia, as was started by the Saigon
government last week with U.S. approval.

supply Cambodia with small arms for
defensive weapons but no U.S. military
advisers.
"I am in no position to discuss with
you where the President stands in his
decision," Ziegler said.
The implication was that the
President has come to no firm conclusion. Ziegler said the chief executive
is conferring on the course of events in
Cambodia and of course is concerned
with them. But other than that, he said,
he was not going to characterize the
situation in Cambodia.
As Secretary of State William P.
Rogers prepared the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee at a closed afternoon session, senators expressed
varying viewpoints on what should be
done.
Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott
of Pennsylvania said he would hate to see
American military men sent into
Cambodia lest "we slide into a situation
such as we slid into in Vietnam."
The Democratic leader, Sen. Mike
Mansfield of Montana said no U.S.
weapons should be sent either, but Scott
indicated he thought some weapons
might be needed there.
Ziegler did not rule out sending
American advisers to the far east nation
but gave no direct comment on this.
"When the President has a matter
under consideration," he said, "I am
simply not going to respond to questions
that come forward."
Asked whether Nixon regards the
Cambodian situation as a crisis, Ziegler
said he was not going to characterize the
situation except to say that of course
Nixon is concerned with the trend of
events and conferring with his key advisers on them.
The President, Ziegler said, talked
Sunday and again Monday with Rogers,
Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
and Henry A. Kissinger, the President's
top foreign affairs aide.
Ziegler did give an affirmative answer to one inquiry, whether the
government has been in touch with other
nations on Cambodia in the last few days.
But he would not say what ones. Asked
whether the United States is suggesting
that other countries in the area help
Cambodia, the press secretary replied
that "we certainly don't oppose that."
And he replied with a straight-out
"no" to a question whether additional
captured Soviet-made weapons have
been sent to Cambodia in the last 24
hours.
The White House spokesman was
unwilling to relate a double postponement of National Security Council
meetings, originally set for Friday and
then today, to any preoccupation of NSC

people with the Cambodian issue.
Both Mansfield and Scott spoke out
against sending any U.S. manpower to
Cambodia, but Scott did not oppose
weapons aid.
Sen. Robert P. Griffin of Michigan,
the assistant Republican leader, says
shipment of some U.S. arms to Cambodia
could help shorten the war in Vietnam.
But Mansfield joined Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie i D-Maine) in opposing arms aid
to the beleaguered Cambodian government.
Muskie said helping the Cambodians
with arms would only result in getting
America "sucked in" another Vietnamstyle conflict.
Scott and Mansfield talked with
newsmen at the Capitol. Griffin and
Muskie spoke out on Sunday radiotelevision programs a day after
Secretary Rogers said the Cambodian
fighting results from a foreign invasion,
not a civil war.
Rogers urged other nations to consider action against North Vietnam for
violating international accords in the
increased Cambodian hostilities.

Aiionatcd Pr»if Wlr*phofO

A CAMBODIAN SOLDIER plows through the
smouldering ruins of what was once the town of Saang.

located 18 miles south of Phnom Penh. Alrstrikes and
artillery fire reduced the village to nibble last week.

Vote on abolishment next week

Students hold Council's fate
"If the referendum calling for
abolishment passes," remarked Rep. Art
Toalston, co-sponsor of the measure, "we
may have officers, but they just won't
Ijke a grant from the governor,
meet.
Student Council voted itself a stay of
"It seems to me," he continued, "that
execution last night. The final verdict is
if we didn't have student government for
in the hands of the students.
a while, we could get all the other people
At their meeting last night, Council
working for something concrete."
members voted 12-1 to place the question
Student Council President Greg
of abolishment on a referendum ballot as I
Thatch also co-sponsor of the measure,
part of next week's student body election.
called the bill "an opportunity for
The referendum will give students
Student Council to go out to the confour choices from which to choose:
stituents and find out what they need.
-Student government should continue
This would be more of a mandate than
to work as it does now.
any constitutional provision," he added.
-Student government should be
Toalston refused to accept a
maintained, but with its primary emsuggested editorial change by a conphasis on a community council.
stituent which would consider all
-Student government should be
students not voting in the referendum to
abolished, and all efforts of participation
have voted for abolishment. He insisted
should be channeled in a University
that the referendum provided students
committee to establish a community
with am ample opportunity to voice their
council.
opinions on the issue.
-Student government should be
The question was originally scheduled
abolished.
to go on this Thursday's primary slate,
If students do, indeed vote for abolishbut was put off until next Thursday's
ment, the election of officers and
primary ballot. Some members felt the
representatives will, in effect, be invalid;
additional time was necessary to
as a virtual mandate will exist calling for
"educate" the University community on
no student government at the University.
the issue.
In addition to calling for a referendum, the bill included nine other "be it
resolveds", including:
"Student Council urges all students
who are dissatisfied with their present
roles in the decision-making processes of
this University to refrain from their
respective participation in meaningless
areas of University governance, and
channel those efforts toward achieving a
community council."
"Student Council cautions all students
that achieving needed change is not a job
for unshattered egos and is more than a
matter of passing resolutions and having
good lines of communication open."
"Student Council further cautions all
By Jim Smith
Issue Editor

Butterfly tickets still available

students that achieving needed change
involves great amounts of research,
persuasion, and positive actions."
"Student Council supports the
creation of a summer commission to
draw up a working documented proposal
for a community council, and that such a
community council be put into operation
at the earliest possible date."

"Student Council sees no reason why
this earliest possible date cannot be
December 1, 1970."
When the question of abolishment was
first aired at last week's Council
meeting, Thatch-one of the proponants
of the move-emphasized that such an
action would be the first step toward
achieving a community council.

Mass arrests beginning
of new Russian purge?
MOSCOW tAPI-Mass arrests by
Soviet secret police and trials
reminiscent of the Stalin era were
reported yesterday by Russian
dissidents. Some feared it was "the
beginning of a widespread purge."
In the biggest single arrest, 160
Tartars were rounded up by KGB plainclothesmen in Moscow during last week's
Uiiin centennial celebrations.
The Tartars had come to Moscow to
demonstrate in front of the I«nin Library
for the return of their Crimean homeland
and restoration of the civil rights they
lost in World War II.
Their arrests were reported in an
underground news letter circulated by
Moscow's small dissident community. It
is known as "Samizadat" or a selfpublishing manuscript, because each
person who reads it types up several
copies for friends.
The Samizdat said that 100 Tartars
from Uzbekistan, Kirgizia and the
northern Caucasus were arrested last
Tuesday and another 60 were rounded up
on Wednesday.
"Their demonstration never came off,
and the whereabouts of the arrested is
unknown," the manuscript reported. It
added that "nearly all who had come to

Moscow were arrested," indicating that
some escaped the KBG net.
The bearers of the Samizdat also
reported a number of trials and convictions across the country. All the legal
proceedings occurred this month, and all
were interrupted for two days last week
so they would not mar the Lenin anniversary.
A university history teacher and three
students who protested "the resurrection
of Stalinism" were sentenced for periods
of up to seven years in labor camps "of
strict regime," meaning hard labor. The
sentences followed a two-week trial in the
Volga River city of Gorky, 270 miles east
of Moscow.
The Moscow informants said history
teacher V. Pavlenkov and a student
called Kapranov were sentenced to seven
years each, a student Ponomarov got six
years and a student Shiltzov, five years.
In the Ukrainian city of Kharkov, a
well-known dissident called Arkady
I«vin was sentenced to three years in a
labor camp for signing appeals to the
United Nations last year protesting
alleged repression of Soviet intellectuals
and the imprisonment of Gen. Pyotr
Grigorienko. He was the fourth of 15
signatories to be arrested and tried.

Political Science students ask
greater voice in department
Tickets are still available for Saturday's Iron Butterfly
concert in Memorial Hall.
The concert, scheduled for 8:30 p.m.. Is sponsored by
Inter-Fraternity Council as part of activities planned for
Greek Week.
The Iron Butterfly is best known for its 17 minute song
"In-A-Gadda-da-Vida." Their album of the same name sold
over two million copies and stayed on the top ten of the LP
charts for 81 weeks.
The group was first formed two and a half years ago with
Doug Ingles, organ; Lee Dorman. bass; Ron Bashy,
drums; and Eric Brann, lead guitar.
Brann left the group in 1969 to form his own band, the
Fhntwhistle. He was replaced by Mike Pinera from the

Blues Image and Larry "Rhino" Reinhardt from the
Second Coming.
Ingle and Pinera handle vocals, backed up by Reinhardt
and Dorman.
The Iron Butterfly's first album was "Heavy," followed
by "In-A-Gadda-da-Vida" and "Ball," which sold over one
million copies.
Their fourth album, "Iron Butterfly" includes a live
version of "In-A-Gadda-da-Vida" recorded in San Diego.
They are presently working on a fifth album,
"Metamorphosis," to be released on the Atco label soon.
Tickets are available in the Union Ticket office everyday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Prices are S3 for the floor, $3.50 for bleachers and benches and $4 for chairs.

Representatives of the Political
Science Student Union presented the
political science department with six
proposals aimed at increasing student
participation in departmental decisions
Friday.
The list, presented at a faculty
meeting, included demands for a one
third student voice in hiring new faculty.
Faculty members were expected to
make a final decision Friday on the
selection of a new department chairman,
but according to students, action was
delayed because of the group's demands.
Robert J. Harper, spokesman for the
students, said the decision was postponed
until students could review candidates'
credentials.
However, Dr. Roger C. Anderson,
present chairman of the department,
insisted the delay was not the result of
the student proposals.

He said a contract has already been
sent to the selection committee's first
choice.
The department is merely
waiting for the candidate to decide
whether or not to accept the position , he
said.
He expects to receive the candidate's
decision by the end of the week.
Other proposals included the
removal of department requirements for
majors.
Students planning to major in
political science are presently required
to take 101, an introduction to political
science; 400, a seminar in contemporary
political science ; and on 300 or 400 level
course in at least four areas of political
science.
Students also asked for all 100 and 200
level courses to be graded on a pass-fail
basis.
Another proposal was for the

curriculum committee to consist of 50 per
cent faculty and 50 per cent students.
The present committee is made up of
three faculty members.
A fifth proposal was for a professorcourse evaluation program within the
department, similar to the one conducted
by the English department.
Information from the evaluation
would be used to improve the department
from within.
The final proposal was for a revised
advisory system in which students could
work closer to their advisors.
A committee of four faculty members and four representatives of the
student union are expected to meet later
this week to discuss the proposals.
The Political Science Student Union
will meet tonight at 8 pjn. in 303Moseley
Hall to elect its repesentatives.
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By Bob Stein
TomDenbow
Environmental Te«ch-in Committee

serving justice'
Bowling Green justice has struck again.
Municipal
Court Judge H. Richard Dunipace has slapped his usual
ridiculously high bond of $10,000 on a girl charged with
possessing marijuana.
The same day, a Perrysburg youth was arraigned in
Wood County Common Pleas Court on two charges of
selling hallucinogens and possessing marijuana.
His
bond? Visiting Judge Dan Batt of Defiance set it at $5,000.
There is something apparently amiss.
A person
charged with selling hallucinogens as well as possessing
marijuana, through the strange workings of justice in this
county, has had a bond set which is half that set for a
person charged with simply possessing marijuana.
The "something amiss" is Judge Dunipace.
Dunipace sets bonds for marijuana offenses which are
unusually high compared to bonds set for similar offenses
in other parts of the state. And he does no one a service by
setting a $10,000 bond.
A bond of this magnitude is a hardship on a suspect who
must remain in jail longer until his family and friends
can produce such a large sum of money.
This is a
punishment in itself a punishment meted out before any
guilt is proven.
A bond does serve the purpose of ensuring that a person
charged with a crime will appear in court. But the $10,000
bond set In this county for marijuana offenses- relatively
minor offensives from our viewpoint- is far above what is
needed to ensure a court appearance.
Dunipace is not alone in using the absurd $10,000 bond.
Common Pleas Court Judge Floyd Coller uses it regularly
in marijuana cases coming before his court.
That bonds set in marijuana cases in Wood County
should consistently be unreasonably high suggests that the
judges setting these bonds are more interested in venting
their personal prejudices than serving justice.

added luster
Any doubts anyone had about the ability of the Red
Chinese to enter a significant phase of scientific
technology had those doubts dashed Saturday when China
launched and orbited its first man made satellite with a
381 pound systems package.
The shot made China the fifth nation in the world to
accomplish such a feat.
But this satellite isn't a threat, however. It's broadcasting bits of technical data, but primarily radio music
and a public relations message about the goodness of
Chairman Mao.
Maybe that's the way our nation should approach the
satellite business. Think of the added luster it could give
the remarks of Splro Agnew, or the boost it could give the
record sales of Tom "Jones.
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paying the price

'So What! It Will Probably Be Yean Before
They're Capable Of Manned Space Flights.'

We think that everyone knows by now
the fact that environmental problems do
exist - even the President knows that.
However, it still remains true that the
vast majority of the people in the U.S. are
not willing to pay the price for clean air,
water, and eventually in (30-40 years)
life itself.
Here is part of what it will cost.
Environmental problems do not just
concern the areas of clean air and water
and population.
They concern
everything from the food we eat to who
will wage war on what and where.
The people of the United States and
the world spend most of their monies to
support wars and various kinds of
national defense. The U.S. finds it
necessary to spend the largest single
segment of its budget to protect itself
from the somewhat questionable
probability of an invader from without.
How about defense against the virtual
certainty of suffocating in our own
wastes and effluence from within?
PRICE no. 1: At least balance the
expenditures of federal money between
internal defense and external defense.
The industries that produce the goods
and services which' we consume in such
great quantities (the U.S. with about 6

I—our man Hoppe

the rise of mediocrity
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
In his "A Brief History of the
Mediocre Party - 1970 to 1984," Proffessor Greenleaf Grommet traces the
beginnings of the movement to the day
Judge Q, Harrold Carswell announced
his candidacy for the U.S. Senate.
"Having been officially certified as
mediocre by the Senate itself," writes
Professor Grommet, "Judge Carswell
waged a hard-hitting, positive campaign.
"Don't vote for an unknown, untested,
unproven mediocre candidate," cried his
billboards, "vote for Carswell!"
The Judge stumped the state, hammering home his mediocrity again and
again in brilliantly mediocre speeches,
resoundingly mediocre television appearances and stupendously mediocre
press conferences.
His opponents, being professional
politicians, took the traditional tack each stressing his own exceptional,
courage, extreme intlligence and outstanding abilities.
Judge Carswell won In a landside.
"The Silent Majority," he said with a
smile, "has finally spoken."
He was, of course, right. For the
outstanding quality of The Silent
Majority - the one attribute that bound
them all together - was mediocrity.
Its millions upon millions of members were neither too rich nor too poor,
neither illiterate nor well-educated,
neither left wing nor right. Their tastes
ran to mediocre books, mediocre movies,
mediocre architecture, tee-vee dinners
and cars made in Detroit.
Here, at last, was a candidate they
could identify with - a man who would
honestly represent them as they were.
Once the truth of this was realized, the
Mediocre Party was founded at a fiveday convention in Des Moines, Iowa,
during which the delegates remained
mildly drunk, moderately bored and
mostly confused.
Politicians across the country,
recognizing the trend, managed to switch
their registration to the new Mediocre
Party without changing their stand on a
single issue. They were swept into local
offices in the 1971 elections.
Carswell, meanwhile, was building a
sound reputation for mediocrity in the
Senate. The party nominated him for
President by acclamation in 1972. To
repay an old political debt, he picked
Senator Roman I.. Hruska of Nebraska

•I KNOW ALL ABOUT YOU, WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS ..

as his running mate.
The worried Democrats, hoping to
beat the Mediocrltities at their own
game, re-nominated Hubert Humphrey.
The grim Republicans, however, were
unfortunately stuck with Nixon and
Agnew.
The campaign was unique with both
Carswell and Humphrey accusing each
other of hidden abilities, cleverly
disguised intelligence and secret

reservoirs of courage. Nixon and Agnew,
being incumbents, had no other course
than to run on their four-vear record in
office.
The results, Professor Grommet
points out, proved once and for all that
genuine, proven, dyed-in-the-wool
mediocrity - the kind that offends no
member of The Silent Majority - will win
every time in American politics.
It was, of course, Nixon and Agnew in
a landslide.

per cent of the world's population consumes somewhere near SO per cent of the
world's product) are polluting our environment to the extent that "killer
smogs" are more and more probable
while Lake Erie is well on its way to
becoming a swamp.
PRICE no. 2: You must be willing to
accept a cut back in your standard of
living in order to allow a pollution control
technology to advance to the point where
it can control the vast outputs of industrial wastes.
Among the biggest polluters are the
municipal utilites such as electrical
power generation stations (included
above) and inadequate water pollution
control facilities (sewage plants). The
reasons for the inadequacies here are
simple, the people in the cities just aren't
willing to pay for good sewage treatment.
PRICE no.3: You must vote tax levies
and bonds for the improvement of your
sewage treatment facilities.
The largest source of air pollutants in
the U.S. are the automobiles which we
drive virtually everywhere. (60 per cent
of the air pollutants in most areas and up
to 83 per cent in some urban areas)
Eventually there will have to be a major
cutback in the amount of pollutants
produced by each car and by cars in
general, until that time our best bet is to
drive our cars as little as possible.
PRICE no. 4: Public transportation is
one of the best ways to not drive your car.
Use it when ever it is at is at all possible
and walking is even better.
We have left untouched until now the
biggest problem, overpopulation. The
world is gaining 70,000,000 people per
year. This is a finite planet and there is
no way to successfully export people to
other planets or to feed the people that
usual reproduction rates promise in the
future (we are not and can not feed the
people we have now). The only solution
at present is population control
PRICE no. S: All families must be
limited to two children.
In summary we come down to the
same old trite-but-true statement:
rearrange national and personal
priorities or die. There is a point of no
return and we are very close to it now.
As the world's most affluent and effluent
society the United States should be first
to take action.

news Lerrers
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getting what we pay for
As students, we each pay a substantial sum of money to have the
privilege of attending classes here. As
out-of-state students, some of us pay
much more.
But, rest assured, your getting what
you paid for. You can bet your bottom
dollar (if the school doesn't get it first.)
Just think. As students, we get to pay
fifteen dollars so that we can keep our
cars parked out in the area known as no
man's land. This area is patrolled every
second moon so you might find quite a bit
of your car missing when you go out there
for your weekly visit.
But, it's really groovy having your car
out there. Isn't it tough wading through a
blizzard or a rain storm to get to your car
when the purpose of a car is to save you
from this anguish?
You may, upon getting out there, find
that you are one of the chosen few who
get away from having your battery lifted,
or your headers stolen.
Then you drive your car until you
crack a torsion bar on one of the one
million, nine-hundred thousand pot-holes
that are to be found everywhere on the
campus.
Maybe you need your car one day to
run a few errands but you have a class
that pokes in and forces you to do one
errand and then return to attend your
class.
So, to save time (isn't that what they
make cars for?) you park your car out
near the class so that you can make a
quick gettaway. Or maybe it's cold
outside, and since you have the car, why

fees too high
The recent passage of the $19 excess
credit fee is absurd. This extra $15 is
needed, says the Board of Trustees, to
cover the cost of students registering for
more than 18 hours and later dropping
extra course hours.
Have they
overlooked the fact that we are already
charged $3 for each course we drop?
With fees increasing every quarter,
many students, including myself, take
excess loais in order to accelerate our
education and graduate before the fees
become so high we can no longer afford
them. Unfortunately, the new fee defeats
our purpose.
RuthA.Eier
350 McDonald East

not put it to the uses that they were invented for.
Well, you must realize by now that
99.9 per cent of the lots are restricted and
are reserved to those who don't even pay
to use them. So, on your way out to the
car you find a beast wearing a grey
gestapo suit and a white helmet (in my
anger, one day, I discovered the purpose
of the helmet.) This beast rides around
in that little cushman, (you know who I
am referring to). Anyway, this beast is
putting something on your wiper arm,
what ever could it be? Oh,
good God.
It's a ticket for three dollars.
Enough about that, Marc. You live in
a residence hall, correct? Do you ever
get the feeling that you are being treated
by the staff as little children who have to

be cared tor in the absence of mums and
dadda?
This is only a small sample of the
injustices hard working, responsible
students have to put up with. I'll leave
the rest of the list for you to figure out
hoping that you'll get off your rears to
help rectify them. Remember, your
rates are going up next year also.
Do you see what I mean? We, as
students, pay plenty and what do we have
to show for our money and hard work?
Misery, bad food, smelly bathrooms, and
a guardian.
Thanks for everything, University.
And, thank you, fellow students, for
hearing me out.
MarcH.Katz
441Conklin

fellow leaseholders, beware
On April 22 at 8:45 a policeman of the Bowling Green City police force
knocked at the door of 210 North Enterprise. Five of the residents of the
complex were sitting discussing the environmental teach-in at the University.
Our discussion with the officer started routinely enough. He had come to tell
us that the trash in the back of our house had accumulated to the point of being a
nuisance. We informed him, in a friendly tone of voice, that we were not
responsible for the removal of trash; that was delegated to the realtor.
The officer then stated in an obnoxious tone of voice that the refuse "better
be out of the back lawn by tomorrow" or he would be back. When my roommate
came in to ask what the trouble was, the officer asked in an indignant tone,
"Does he live here?"
When we answered yes, the officer pointed to him and said, "I'm going to
talk with you when I come back." His tone sounded as close to a threat as one
can come.
At the time you read this, the residents of 210 N. Enterprise may be doing
time for this dastardly crime because we cannot reach our realtor. So, fellow
leaseholders of Bowling Green, beware.
A certain law officer may be beating at your door tonight and speaking to
you or your girlfriend in an obnoxious way. Isn't it nice to have a police
department that serves and protects?
Lunch at Alice's Restaurant anyone?
Harry K.Schmidt
210N. Enterprise

an apology
A week ago I criticized the University for its planning of the walks in front of
Hayes Hall. My criticism was based on the fact that the sidewalks were
placed perpendicular to the flow of traffic.
Knowing that students would continue to take the shortest coourse and
assuming that grass would be replanted between the new sidewalks, I wrote my
letter of criticism.
Today I noted that instead of grass, bricks are being planted between the
new sidewalks. Therefore, I feel I owe someone up there an apology.
Wayne Hamilton
Weston.Ohio
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2 ask military controls
By THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
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SWINGING GREAT-GRANDMOTHER Mrs. Irene York
watches the weekend rock festival held on her farm aear

Poynerte, WIs. Around 25,000 persons attended the threeday event on the 79-year old widow's MO acre property.

Scotland Yard uncovers kidnap plot

Two unlikely political
bedfellows joined yesterday to
call for tighter controls on
American military operations
in their races for the U.S.
Senate.
Gov. James A. Rhodes told
a Cleveland audience the U.S.
should not provide direct
military aid for either Laos or
Cambodia.
Rhodes said. "We must
continue steps to withdraw
American troops from Vietnam, and we must not permit
direct U.S. military participation in either Cambodia
or I .ins "
Rhodes also said Congress
should repeal the Gulf of
Tonkin resolution to prevent
"new Vietnams." Rhodes
seeks the GOP Senate
nomination.
Democratic Senate candidate Howard Metzenbaum,
also in Cleveland, told
members of the New
Democratic Coalition that
America should make sharp
cuts in the military budget.

9

Princess son in clanger?
LONDON (AP )-Scotland
Yard clamped tighter security
around the children of
Britain's royal family last
night in the wake of a reported
plot to kidnap Princess
Margaret's 8-year-old son.
Lord I .in ley.
The queen's sister herself
warned the boy's headmaster
of possible danger when he
returns to his country school
for the summer term today.

She asked that the news be
kept from him.
But the story leaked to a
Fleet Street newspaper. An
anonymous called told of a
plan to snatch her son and
swap him for two jailed
gangsters, believed to be the
notorious Kray twins now
serving 30 years for murder. A
businessman, listening on
crossed telephone lines, told a
similar tale.

Detectives from Cannon
Row, the London police
division which has responsibility for guarding the royal
palaces, inspected security
arrangements
at
Lord
IJnicy's school, in densely
wooded country in Sussex
County about 35 miles south of
London.
Queen Elizabeth II, away
touring Australia with her
daughter, Princess Anne,

need have no fears for the
safety of her younger sons at
home. Prince Andrew, 10, and
Prince Edward, 6, are always
closely protected, whether at
Buckingham Palace or
Windsor Castle, and they do
not yet make public appearances.
The other royal childrennephews, nieces and cousinsoften take walks with
Kovernesses or nannies and

Strike continues without talks
AKRON (AP)-The United
Rubber workers strike against
15 Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. plants was one week old
last night with no indication
when negotiations might
resume.
The URW has accused
Goodyear of refusing to
resume contract talks.
Goodyear spokesmen say the
company is "willing to return
to the bargaining table when it
is apparent that the resumption of bargaining will be
constructive."
The company position is
that the union "is going to
have to be specific and have
something which will give us a
basis for bargaining."
Talks broke off shortly
before the URW called its
national strike at midnight
April 20.

Some 23,000 workers in 12
states have been idled by the
strike.
Meanwhile, negotiations
covering 50,000 workers in
three other rubber firms are
continuing under contract
extensions.
The URW said it was
resuming talks with Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co. and UK
Goodrich Co. Monday. Talks
with Uniroyal resume today.
Contracts with all of the
Big Four of the rubber industry expired April 20.
Goodyear went to court
again yesterday to press for a
court order limiting picketing
at its big Akron plants.
A company spokesman
said the union had violated an
out-of-court agreement
worked out last week when the
company made its original

request for an injunction
limiting picketing.
The spokesman said
pickets blocked access to all
but one of Goodyear's Akron
area plants late Sunday night
and had wired several gates
shut.

He said rocks were thrown
at several cars passing the
plants and that there was
considerable shoving and
pushing yesterday morning of
employees entering the main
plant where the company has
its executive offices.

are not always shadowed by
detectives.
linley is sixth in succession to the throne.
Although senior Scotland
Yard officers were inclined to
think the abduction plot had
not got beyond the early
planning stage, they were
treating it seriously.
Ronald Kray is in
Parkhurst Jail, a top security
prison in the Isle of Wight off
England's south coast. His
twin brother, Reginald, is
being held under similar
conditions at Durham near the
northeast coast. There has
been no suggestion that either
had any hand in arranging the
plot, which reportedly involved them being flown after
release to an island north of
Australia.
Charles Kray, their father,
called the whole thing "absolutely bloody ridiculous."

He said such cuts can be
made without endangering the
national defense.
In the Republican Senate
race U.S. Rep. Robert Taft
Jr., blasted Rhodes for using a
"smokescreen" to "gloss over
state deficiencies."
Taft told a Canton group
that Rhodes' "legacy is an
additional $2 billion of
authorized debt on which
interest charges would be over
$100 million a year."
He said "others will have to
pick up the pieces and provide
the necessary tax structure
and support."

Both Taft and Rhodes
travelled to Akron yesterday,
to meet for their third debate
which will be televised on
WAKR television.
In the crowded governor's
race. State Auditor Roger
Cloud
charged
today
Democrat John Gilligan with
"blatant political cynicism"
for criticizing the Rhodes
administration record.
Gilligan told a Toledo
audience that Ohio "isn't
doing things that need to be
done."
Gilligan cited bankrupt
schools, pollution and high

(axes as major failures of the
present state government.
Atty. Gen. Paul Brown,
fighting Cloud for the GOP
nomination, said Sunday Ohio
farmers have almost twice the
poverty percentage as any
other occupation.
He said he backs training
programs for farmers, farmers' rights to bargain for
prices and a free farm
market.
On the Democratic side of
the Senate race John Glenn
said he was unimpressed with
China's recent orbiting of a
satelite.

Rhodes announces
trade center site
CLEVELAND (AP) Cleveland State University
has been picked as the site of
Ohio's $15 million international trade center, Gov.
James A. Rhodes and
university officials announced
yesterday.
Preliminary plans for the
Ohio Center for International
Education and Commerce
were approved by Cleveland
State trustees yesterday and
sent to the state controlling
board and Ohio board of
Regents, the school said.
University officials
estimated at least one year
will be needed to complete
plans for the center and
another two years will be
needed for construction.
The center is to include
facilities for education and
research in international
trade, auditoriums and
display areas.
State officials predict that

the center will also draw more
foreign consulates and international commerce
operations offices to Ohio and
Cleveland.
Plans call for the center to
be built in two "clusters," one
used for research and analysis
of international trade and the
other including food service,
assembly halls, display areas,
lecture rooms and facilities
for student and business
community activities.

Of the total expected cost,
$10 million has already been
earmarked (or the center by
the state. The remaining $2
million is to be financed
through bonds.
The center will be part of
Cleveland
State's
new
University Concourse, linked
to the school's 20-story
University Tower and its
block-long Classroom and
Lecture Center, both now
under construction

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:30 - 8
Sundays 7:30-7:00

EUROPEAN
CHARTERS
New York-London
Round Trip $219.8-8 to 91, 6-11 to 9-1, 8-16 to 9-7.
New York-Amsterdam
Round Trip $239. 6-12 to
9-8.
Toronto-London Round
Trip $235. 6-30 to 8-23, 720 to 8-21. Call (607) 2737S44. Day or Night.

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

412 EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS

Giveyour
contact lenses
a bath
tonight

WRIGHT SLACKS
ARE FOR LOOKING
GOOD

in order to keep vour contact1 lenses as
com for T.I hie .tfit) ( onvemeni as the\
meant IO he von have to lake care of
them Bui until now von needed iwo 01
more separate solutions to properly
prep,ire ,md maintain youi < ontai is Not
with Lensme Lensme is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens i are

nOrtaUH

Cleaning vour contacts with Lensme
retards the buildup oi foreign deposits on
the lenses And soaking vour contacts in
Lensme overnight assures you ol propel
lens hygiene You get a Iree soaking case
on the bottom ol every bottle o* Lensme
It has been demonstrated lhat improper
storage between weanngs may result m
the growth ol bacteria on the lenses
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensme which is
sterile self-sanitizing, and antiseptic
Just a drop or two of Lensme. before you
insert your lens, coats and lubricates M
allowing the lens to float more freely in
the eye's fluids That's because
Lensme is an "isotomc" solution
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye

S.-»J *. t»c

Wright Slacks are for looking good on
the hanger and on you. The secret? Fit.
So if you want good fashion in the season's newest colors and fabrics, think
Wright. Wright Slacks ... try them on
for size at any good store.

uuriQht: slacks

Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be Get
some Lensme. from the
Munne Company. Inc.

Peg* 4/Tht BG Ntws, Tutsdoy, April 28, 1970

Remove dmbris from rivr

TO
f
DO
TODaY
YOUTH INTERNATIONAL
PARTY
Will hold a Kultural
Kampaign Kickoff from 1-5
p.m. on the steps of Williams
Hall.
FLYING CLUB
Will meet at 8 p.m. in the
Perry Croghan Room, Union.
BETA ALPHA PSI
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Alumni Room, Union.
OUTING CLUB
Will meet at 4 p.m. in Room
100, Women's Bldg. A slate of
officers will be presented and
a discussion of the May canoe
trip will be held.

Group plans clean-up

303 Moseley Hall.
COUNSELING CENTER
The Growth Room will be
open from 1-5 p.m. for those
who wish to explore or expand
their
relationship
with
themselves or others.
MATHEMATICS FILM
••The
Whole
Number
System-Key Ideas" will be
shown at 4 p.m. in Room 210
Mathematical Sciences Bldg.

Student volunteers from vironment," said Teeple.
Debris removal will begin
the University have organized
a project to clean debris from at the Portage River bridge at
a portion of the Portage River New Rochester, six miles east
of Bowling Green on Route 6,
.on Saturday, May 2.
The volunteer group is and continue eastward along
composed mostly of students the river, he said.
who manned the information
Teeple, who has made
table in University Hall during
several canoe trips on the
the recent Environmental
river from New Amsterdam
Teach-in, said Dick Teeple,
as far as Elmore, said the sixjunior (Ed.), who is coormile stretch of river and
dinating the clean-up project.
banks between New Am"We don't want the ideas sterdam and Pemberville, is
behind Earth Day to die.
heavily clogged with trash and
Things have reached the point other debris. He said he has
where individual cooperation even seen a discarded
is necessary, even if on a refrigerator on the banks in
small scale, to save our en- this area.

"There is a state law
against dumping along stream
banks," said Teeple.
"We
hope our work will instigate
people who live in the area to
refrain from dumping trash on
the river banks." He added
that several hundred copies of
the law against dumping will
be distributed to residents of
the area next week.
The
volunteers
will
assemble at 8 a.m.
on
Saturday, May 2, at the Union.
A meeting to make final plans
for the project will be held on
Tuedsay, April 28, at 7 p.m. in
200 University Hall. Anyone
interested in the project may
attend

by Brant porker nnd Johnny horl

THE WIZARD OP ID

f WFPiCULTieS
WE? HAVSf
BEEN UNf»BLEF

POLI SCI STUDENT UNION
Will meet at 8 p.m. in Room

Wtathar
Possible showers today
bringing with them cooler
temperatures.

New.photo by AUi Burrows

Courtaiv

~*m>- CL3SSIFIED -«#&*>-

Geography Department

BOTTOMS UP! Two Sigma Nu's demonstrate the kind of quick strategy that enabled
them to win the Delta Upsilon Bike Race, Sunday. The race was held in conjunction
with Greek weekend activities.

phone 352-M36
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July 18 in Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy'scar which had gone
off a bridge into a tidal pond
on Chappaquiddick Island.
Sen. Kennedy, who did not
report the accident until about
10 hours after it occurred, said
he was driving the girl to the
ferry and lost his way.
Kennedy later pleaded
guilty to a charge of leaving
the scene of an accident and
was sentenced to a suspended
term of two months in jail.
The inquest, by ruling of
the state's highest court, was
held in secret last January
and the documents impounded
until all possibility of criminal
action had passed.
The papers were scheduled
to be made public April 15, but
release was help up by
litigation filed by Signey R.
Lipman,
Boston
court
stenographer, who took the
notes and typed the transcript
of testimony at the inquest last
January.
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RENTALS • SALES

- Grid student or 22 and
• for 3 hdrtn stadium
.i|■' 170 mo itartiruj
15 154-;an • 5-7 pm

Apt (or sublease 275 Varsity
S Summer 1 bdrm call 352
Oltt after 8 pm
Great atini"|ilnrc
Two bedroom furnished house
for summer for 3 (■iris 6000
month each (all 354-5702
Sinnle rm for male student.
riiukint.
near
campus,
available now
I'h 352 7365

5 rm HOUSE TO SUBLET
EUR SUM S Main 1130 mo
Unfit.
Need 1 female roommate.
Fall' 70 - Spring ' 711 |60-mo |
Call 373-5257

Female roommate needed to
share apartment summer
quarter Call Wendy at 2-5475

Skin Diving Equipment 3520175. II l.reenview

Apt to sub-lease, summer can
start May. Married couple
furnished, utilities. 195 mo .

I960 Honda 50 low mileage;
asking 1200 - Call 3344343 after
8 pm
Thurstin Manor
Thurslin available
fall Studio apta.
furnished air-4-ond

apta. 451
summer It
completely
.cable T V

'W Cuprite 396
Vinyl, four
speed *1400orbe*t offer 3&3-

Eor Sale 196*> VW automatic
■ttCt shift (.'all 363-2544
- rooms - double and
sin«le Sepl 4 June 3SMG4I
V.-II

4 man apt Mimmer. air cond .
(urn S60 mo Valentine apta .
152-OW

PERSONALS

For Sale Stereo 8 track lape
k deck L y M (arlridi-e - SAO |
I 354-9763
Needed
1,2 or 3 male
roommates for summer 160month.aircondilioned.Valentine apt 6506th
352-0*70

'67 Triumph IRS. wire wheels
352-0175. MGreenview

Eor Sale •-■ Vette 427, side
pipes and fuur*pe«*d Call 344
«4

This Mother's l>a>. something
different, plate specially
made for her from Germany
or IVnmark
Jewelry from
Spain and Persia
Register
ffl kca gift Valan's. 166 S
Main
Young Republican mock
primary Tues April 28th See
Table in U Hall for candidate
liter a lure

■MM

Jim and Annalee - Congrats on
>t>ur liivahering - The Pikes

One girl need to sublease
apartment [or summer 3520635

ART STUDENT needed for
work on hand manuscript
Will Pay I Call .Susan at 2-42*5

Summer sublease
reduced Call 352-0515

Rent

Thesis and dissertation typing
• Call 352-5341

'62' Chev conv great COCKL
327. 3 spd Hurst y h 133-3747

Watch for lasallex swing into
spring college nght Details

Thurs HC. News
l otij-ratulations Analie and
Jim on your PlK A lavahennn
Dun and Ton to
('ormralulatiuris hi Steph on
>>mr Alpha Cam Activation
I'a Hi
CrottWOTd OM with the Blue
sunglasses in the U-Haul
truck Where are you" The
ttuy whose coat was your
plllnw
Qamau I'hrs t-omtrats
Kaihy It Don on their
IflgAgVfntnl and Judy & Den
on their lavalienn*t
Happiness is being a sister of
\lph.i phi - We found il The
Seven little Phi's
I iixt.i Nil/an ne Suk i Diana.
Ruziard, and Chopper
You
made me give Marsha ring,
ami you gave me a ring
Diank \ nu Thanks and Thanks
a lol, you guys 1. and 1., IJZ
I.itlle Mary • Congrats on
activation - Alpha Gam Ixive
& I "\.iii> - Your Bigs, I'i'ni li
Jan
Ride needed desperately to
and from Kent Weekend of
May 8th
Will pay very
generously Call 2-3119
BUSINESS
PORTUN1T1ES

O P

WANTED
EDUCATION
MAJORS for special summer
employment opportunity >n

North Western Ohio. Write
Mr Steven Watson. 7630 ReiU
Hd . rVrrysbuTK. Ohio 43551
SuiniiH'f jobs
Stone|(jte
Company will be at the
placement office in interviewing undergraduate
men Today
If you live in
Cleveland. Toledo. Akron Canton, or Columbus and will
have access to a car this
MRHM1 Mgn up for an jppotnunent at the Placement
Btrvtefl office
starting
salary is SlOO-wk
Wanted Part time or full lime
waitress work tl 14 - hr plus
tips must have transportation
If interested call 362-Ot53
lAWking for College students
inU'rested in full or part lime
summer employment in
WOfdWWl Ohio
Excellent
earnings, with flexible hours
.ind opporiumty lo work part
time during schoo^ year
Write Mr Steven Watson. 7630
Heitz Rd Perrvsburg. Ohio
43551
WaUh for l-asal.es swing into
spring College night Details
Thurs HC. News
Glrla: Conkhn Hall Ad
Council is sponsoring a dating
match for the weekend of May
9 All applications must be in
by April 30 Application must
include height, weight, name,
lei no . address, age, color of
hair, and interests
Send
applications to Boa 153
Cunklin Hall If a match is
made you will be notified on or
before May 4
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The transcript of the
inquest and the judge's report
on it have been impounded
despite a state Supreme Court
opinion that they should be
made public without delay.
Miss Kopechne died last

Mary Jo Kopechne.
The statement by a
spokesman in the office of
Shief Justice G. Joseph Tauro
came after Tauro ordered and
received custody of all the
inquest documents.

BOSTON (AP) - The office
of the chief justice of the
Massachusetts Superior Court
said yesterday he plans to
make public today the transcript and Judge's report on
the inquest into the death of

Mate
older
view
June
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CRYPTOCRAM — By F. II. Oveidorf
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The University Young
Republicans are sponsoring a
mock GOP primary today
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the
bottom floor at University
Hall.
All members of the
University community will
have an opportunity to voice
their preference on state
Republican candidates, according to club president
Steve Harris.
Harris remarked that the
primary is an attempt to "give
the candidates an indication of
what amount of support they
have among students."
He said the event is thought
to be the only one of its kind in
the state.

ZINC.

Z BK ORATION.
Yesterday's cryptogram; Critic llmls our nffliient society innrdinntely elTluent.

An unusual career opportunity
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW.
INTERVIEWING MAY I
LIFE KENTUCKY FINANCIAL CORPORATION

Y.R.'s slate
mock ballot

LOL'ISVII.I.E. KENTUCKY

The financial Held off en tremendous potential for service to the
public and for personal income. Yon will be licensed to market
securities and protection programs. This is a lifetime career
providing personal satisfaction and unusual opportunity for
advancement with one of the nations fastest growing
organiiatioof. Substantial Starting Salary.

Total Mrollneit
reaches 14,308
A total of 14,308 students
are enrolled in spring quarter
classes
according
to
University Registrar Glenn
Van Wormer.
This figure includes 12,863
students on the main campus
and 1.325 at the three
academic
centers,
the
Firelands branch, and extension courses.
The totals represent an
increase of 1,139 students over
spring quarter last year, with
an increase of 857 on the main
campus and 282 at the branches. Included in the figures
are 128 incoming freshmen
and 134 transfer students.

Employment
The following employment
opportunities are available for
the weeks of May 4 and May
11.
Appointments for interviews can now be made in
the Office of Career Planning
and Placement Services, third
floor, of the Student Services
Building.

BUSINESS
MAY 5
Stonegate China Company Sales (Summer Positions
also)
Wickes Corporation - Mgmt.
Training Program in Lumber
and Building supplies merchandising.
International Harvester
Company - Open Schedule
S.S. Kresge's - Mgmt.
Trainees
MAY 7
DelMonte Corporation - Sales
MAYS
St. Paul Insurance Company Open Schedule
The Upjohn Company Technical Sales
L0K Financial Corporation Open Schedule
MAY 12
New York Life Insurance
Company - Sales & Sales
Mgmt.
UARCO, Inc. - Sales
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

MAY 4-6
US. Navy
didates

Opportunities
MAY 7

- Officer

Can-

SCHOOLS
MAY 4

Niles Community Schools,
Mich. - El. Ed., Speech &
Drama. Ind. Ed., French,
Math, Music, Social Worker
Tipp City Schools, 0. - Bus.
Ed, El. Ed. HPE, Home Ec.
French, Math, Sci., Sp. Ed.,
OWE
MAY 5
Coshocton City Schools, O. Bus. Ed., El. Ed., Home Ec..
Ind. Ed., Math. Music. Sci.,
Geog., Sp. Ed., Sp. & Hearing
Miami County Schools, O. Open Schedule

Coldwater
Board
of
Education, O . + Bus. Ed.,
Gen. Sci., Sp. Ed.
Eraser Public Schools, Mich. All areas except Eng., HPE,
Soc. Stds.
MAY 8
Highland Park Public Schools,
Mich. - Bus. Ed., El. Ed.,
Eng.. Journ.. M&H HPE.
Home Ec, Ind. Ed., Lib. Sci.,
Math, Sp. Ed.
Eight
County
Special
Education Pruject, O. - All
areas of Special Education
West Holmes Local Schools,
O. - Ad., Music, El.Ed.. MHPE. Math-Coaching. Sp. &
Hearing,
Sp.
Ed.,
Psychologist
MAY 11
Adrian Public Schools, Mich. Adm., Art. Remedial Eng., M
& W HPE, Home Ec, German, Math, Music, Gen. Sci.,
Sp.
Ed.,
Audio-Visual,
Secondary' Counselor

MAY 6
Heath City Schools, 0. - Art,
El. Ed.. Ind. Ed., Home Ec.
Sp. Ed., Eg.-M ATH, ScienceSoc. Stds.
North Royalton Schools. 0. Open Schedule
MAY 12
Granville Exempted Village Bedford Public Schools, Mich.
Schls., O. - El. Ed., WHPE, - El. Ed., Journ., M & W HPE,
Home Ec., Ind. Ed., French. Ind. Ed.. Sp. Ed.
Lib. Sci.
Northville Public Schools.
Lakeview School District, Mich. - Open Schedule
Mich. - Adm., Art, El. Ed., Westwood
Community
MHPE, Frehcn, Math, Sci., Schools, Mich. - Art, El. E.
Spec. Ed.
Ed., Ind. Ed., Math, Music,
Ashland City Schools. 0. - Art, Gen. Sci., Physics
El. Ed., Eng., Math, Music, L'Anse Creuse Schools, Mich.
Sci., History
*- El. Ed., M It W HPE. Ind.
Brown City Community Ed., Lib. Sci., Math, Music,
Schools, Mich.
- Open Bio., Gen. Sci., Sp. Ed., Sp. &
Schedule
Hearing

MAY 13
Three Rivers Public Schools,
Mich. - All areas except So.
Stds.. Eng., HPE
Brandon School District,
Mich. - Open Schedule
Trenton Public Schools - Open
Schedule
Huron City Schools, O. - Adm.,
El. El. Ed.,
Huron City Schools, O. - Adm.,
El. Ed., M & W HPE, Lib. Sci.,
Music. History, Sp. Ed., El.
Consultant
Grosse He Township Schools,
Mich. - Bus. EM., Drivers Ed.,
English-French, Home Ec,
Ind. Ed., Math, Gen. Sci.,
History-French, Sp. Ed., Sp. &
Hearing, Diagnostician,
Social Worker, Assistant
Coaches
MAY 14
Bellefontaine City Schools, O.
- El. Ed.. Ind. Ed., Math,
Music, Sp. Ed., Graphics,
Occupational
Work Adjustment
I.akota Board of Education Open Schedule
Mt. Gilead Exempted Village
Schools. O. - Open Schedule
MAY 19
Broward County Schools, Fla.
- Open Schedule
MAY 20

Pioneer Joint Vocational
School, O. - Data Processing,
Bus. Ed., English-Social Stds.,
American Studies (willing to
give temporary certification)
Broward County Schools, Fla.
- See May 19
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Cloud predicts victory
By THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
State Auditor Roger Cloud
Monday predicted victory in
hit race for the Republican
gubernatorial nomination, as
candidates barnstormed the
state with one week remaining
before the May 5 primary.
Cloud made the prediction
in a talk to Mahoning County
Republican women amid an
ll-stop. 483-mile helicopter
swing through central and
northeastern Ohio.
He noted endorsements by
most of Ohio's major daily
newspapers and wide support
by Ohio public officials as
reasons for his confidence.

Cloud takes to the skies
Tuesday for a tour of
notheastern and northwestern
Ohio, where he is expected to
talk on drugs and crime.
Paul W. Brown and Donald
E. Lukens, the other chief
contenders for the GOP
gubernatorial nomination, are
covering a great deal of
ground, this week.
On the Democratic side,
Howard Metzenbaum, candidate for the Democratic U.S.
Senatorial nomination, has
scheduled an airplane tour of
Cleveland, Toledo, Dayton,
Cincinnati and Columbus
Tuesday, with news conferences at each stop.
Announcing the tour,

Metzenbaum said he considers President Nixon and his
policies "the one overriding
issue" in the May i Senatorial
primary.
Metzenbaum will make a
follow-up visit to the
Cleveland.
Akron
and
Youngstown areas Friday.

Senatorial candidate John
Glenn, a Democrat, hat
scheduled appearances in
Toledo, Cleveland. Cincinnati,
Youngstown,
Akron,
Hamilton, Springfield, Dayton
and Columbus. He is considered Metzenbaum's chief
rival.

High
affect
ST. LOUIS. Mo. (AP)-The
higher a heavy drinker goes,
the faster he gets high.
Three researchers who
studied the effects of alcohol

U.S., China
plan meef
WASHINGTON
,iDState Department officials
confirmed today that the
United States and Communist
China will meet in Warsaw
May 20 for the third time this
year.
Peking made a terse announcement that the ambassadors of the two countries
would meet on that date by
agreement between the two
sides.
The third meeting in the
present series, to be held at
the Chinese embassy, comes
three months after the last
talk was held at the U.S.
embassy in Warsaw on Feb.
20.

at high altitudes reported this
Monday at the Aerospace
Medical Association meeting.
The researchers who
presented their findings on
alcohol are Dr. E. Arnold
Higgins, John A. Vaughan and
Gordon K Funkhouser of the
Civil Aeromedical Institute in
Oklahoma City, Okla.
In their study, they hired 60
paid male volunteers, ages 21
to 31, to drink 100 proof
whisky, then sit in an altitude
chamber to simulate the
altitude of planes.
Some were given high
dosage-six onces, or the
equivalent of four strong
cocktails, mixed with cola.
The others were given half
that amount. All drinks were
adjusted to the body weight of
the subject, because alcohol
takes effect faster on thin
people.
The researchers found that
the heavy drinkers "had a
significantly higher blood
alcohol level" at 20.000 feet
than those ingesting the same
amount at 12,000 feet or at
ground level.

local judge in hospital

Associated Pr*s» Wlrsshsf*

DIVING TO SAFETY is Buffalo fireman Frank
Podiiadlo ai flames shoot out of a house on the
city's east side. Podsladlo suffered burns on both
ears in the blaze that took the life of a 4-year-old
girl.

Common Pleas Court
Judge Floyd A. Coller remains
in Wood County Hospital this
week undergoing a series of
tests to determine his specific
ailment.
The judge, 71, is reportedly
not bed-ridden, however, a
local general surgeon Dr. Paul
R. Overhulse is handling
Judge Coller's case.
Visiting judges have been
handling Judge Coller's court
docket at the Wood County

Court House.
Presently,
the Sixth
District Court of Appeals in
Toledo is considering Judge
toller's eligibility to retain his
position on the bench in light
of a Toledo attorney's appealed motion that Judge
Coller is too old to hold an Ohio
judgeship.
A decision is expected by
the appeals court within two
weeks, according to local
sources.

Ass*clsfs4 Pi.it Wircskots

PROTESTING STUDENTS Interrupt last Thursday's Presidential Adivisory Council
meeting at Ohio University, demanding to discuss ROTC's presence on campus with
University President Claude R. Sow le. The fifty students also protested the arrest of
nine demonstrators who attend a ROTC class the day before. Sowle agreed to meet
with the students Friday afternoon.

PHONE

StoMfnte
Cimpiai

'The Country Wife' opens
tomorrow; Earl Boon stars
Actor Earl Boen will star
as guest artist when the
University
Theatre's
production
of
William
Wycherly's "The Country
Wife" opens tomorrow night
in the Main Auditorium.
Curtain time is 8 pjn.
Boen appeared for three
years with the Sir Tyrone
Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis, and has completed
seasons with the Seattle
Tepertory, the Center Opera
Company, and the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival. He has
also served as guest artist
with the University of
California
at
Davis,
Kalamazoo College, and
Dartmouth College.

professor of speech, is
directing the production. Sets
were designed by John
Hepler, associate professor of
speech, and Miss Mildred Lit,
instructor in speech styled the

costumes.
Tickets for the play, which
will run through Saturday, are
available at the box office.
University Hall. Admission is
$.25 for students.

DON'T LET
EARTH DAY DIE !!
Portage River Clean-Up
May 2
ANYONE INTERESTED MEET TUESDAY,
APRIL 28, 200 U. HALL AT 7 p.m.

Supporting Boen will be
Hugh Hookway, graduate
student, Prudy Miller, junior
(LA.), Bob Arnold, senior
(Ed.), Krisha Fairchild,
freshmen (Ed.), and Steve
Walker, sophomore (LA.).
Dr. Allen White, assistant

Ui.tr|ri..at.

■•■ fro..:
Cleveland
Toledo
Akron-Canton
Columbus
Stonrgate
summer
internship program
offers an unusual experience for men. This
is sales work on an
appointment basis. No
door-to-door or canvassing. Starting salary
$100-wk. based not on
sales, but on making a
specif ir number of calls.
We will be on campus in
the Student Career
Planning
and
Placement Office Today. April 28. 1970.
Students may sign up
for apt. by visiting the
plarement offices.

QJlir

SmurrBttt)
op

zL tsanei
isanello s
Delivery In
Portable Ovens

Summer Jobs

FALSTAFF BREWING CORPORATION
IN COOPERATION WITH

352-6782, 5166

THE UNIV. OF TOLEDO STUDENT UNION BOARD
present in concert

5 pm- lam - 2am Fri & Sat
Congratulations
JIM & ANN
on your

Pi Kappa Alpha lavaliering
your big brother T.G.
Applications are
available in 405 Student
Activities for Student Body
Board Positions

Sign up for an interview now
Vote i. the PriHory for

easy £oi ng

PAUL W.

BROWN
FOR GOVERNOR

MOCK PRIMARY
Today April 28th
in U-HALL

Sponsored by Young
Republican Club

Comfort's everybody's bag
today. And the new tank
tops from Brentwood express it better than anything. Believe it or not, he's
going to class and you can
believe he's cool in more
ways than one.

and Sweden's Mecki Mark Men
UNIV. of TOLEDO FIELD HOUSE-MAY 8th—8:00 P.M.
TICKETS: $1.50 (U. of Toledo Students)-$2.50 (General Public)
TICKETS ON SALE AT: Student Union—Headquarters
Adam-Needle-Downtown Sound-Disc Records
FOR INFO. 536-3232
'alstjff Brewing Corp . St. Louis. Mo

Produced fly Cnterniedia Futures Corp, N Y

Her "south of the border"
look comes from this lightning stripe poncho over
matching slacks. The darkest stripe is matched by a
flattering rib-knit mock turtle shell. Smart ensemble.

31?? HtuurrBtty g^up
! E. WOOSTER
H2*
Xs«#* 352-51*5
052-5!

LJ

MON-SAT 9 a.m. to 5:31 p.m.
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Soviets fire satellites
MOSCOW (API-Following
up Red China's space effort,
the Soviet Union announced
Monday it has lobbed a cluster
of eight satellites into orbit
with a single rocket.
The United States performed the same feat four
times, starting in 1965.
Only scant information has
been released in Moscow
about the experiment which
appears to be one of the most
complex ever carried out
under the Soviet cosmos
program.
The spacecraft, numbered
Cosmos 336 through Cosmos
343, were revolving around the
earth in a near-circular orbit
about 900 miles high.
The purpose of the shoot
has been described only as
"space research," the usual
cover for all the secret
launchings in the busy Cosmos
program.
Soviet propaganda is expected to exploit the Soviet
launch as far as its secret
nature allows in an attempt to
offset the shock of the first
i-i.i..„V(. satellite, put in orbit
Friday.

Chinese launch, but no announcement was made until
Monday.
The Chinese feat is still a
prime topic of conversation
among Russians although the
Soviet press has reported only
that a satellite was launched
from Chinese territory.
There was no indication
that the eight-craft Soviet
experiment will be used to
observe or disturb the Chinese
satellite.

The
Soviets
have
demonstrated the capability,
however, of maneuvering
unmanned spacecraft In orbit,
and
intercepting
and
destroying other objects In
space.
This was done recently in a
three-craft experiment In
which two Soviet satellites
approached another that had
been launched earlier, then
apparently by ground command all three were blown to

Bomb shatters Louisiana's
state senate; none injured
vestigators were expected in
the case.
A dynamite bomb ripped
the ornate marble chamber at
about 9:30 p.m. Sunday.
Capitol officials put the
damage at 1500,000. Jerry
Bennett, state buildings
superintendent, predicted that
the Senate could use the
chamber when the legislature
convenes May 11 for its
regular 1970 session.
After inspecting the
damage Sunday night, Gov.
John McKeithen said the blast
was the work of a
revolutionary or a madman.

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP;
- Government probes began
today into the powerful
dynamite blast that shattered
the
Louisiana
Senate
Chamber Sunday night.
No one was injured.
State and city police were
meeting with officials of the
East Baton Rouge Parish
The eight Soviet craft were sheriff's office to determine a
orbited just one day after the course of action.
FBI in-

STUDENTS «• FACULTY
MAKE> MONEY ISAVE
WHOLESALE PRICES

AT
OUR

]
BIG CHAMP-GIANT
A lb.
HAMBURGER,
ALL BEEF

DISTRIBUTORS, NC.
46.35 54ih ROAD
MASPETH, N.Y 11370

com AC!

Jerry Rubin, leader of the Youth Iaternatiooal
Party (YIPPIE) and one of the defendants fa the
recently completed Chicago conspiracy trial, spoke
at UCLA Friday, April 17. After the speech, a group
of students marched on Chancellor Charles E.
Young's residence, nailed a list of demands to his
door and went swimming in his private pool.
Rubin's talk centered around what he called the
blatant hypocrisies of American Justice as
evidenced most recently by the Chicago conspiracy
trial.
He also spoke of the American college student as
the most oppressed segment of America.
News west coast correspondent John Jackson
mailed the story and pictures to Bowling Green.

Free delivery -SI.00 Minimum

. MONEY tar YOURSELF M EVERY SALE
YOU MAKE
• SAVE MONEY fir YOUR FELLOW
STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

FOB FULL
DETAILS

Rubin at UCLA

Fish
Dinners

COMPETE WITH ANYONE

EARN

There have been no
arrests.
I.I. Gov. C.C. Aycock, now
in his third term aa the
Senate's presiding officer,
said the bombing Is "very
typical of the drift we're
taking across this country
away from law and order.
"It's very fortunate that
the bomb wasn't set for 12
hours later."
His
legislative
management and efficiency
committee was set to meet at
10 a.m. today in the Senate.
The meeting was changed to
the House.

Chicken
Dinners

• LP RECORDS
•AUDIO EQUIPMENT
• PRE-RECORDED and BLANK TAPES
• MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

BUY

peices.
The test was observed by
Western trackers but waa
never published in the Soviet
Union.
The Soviet multiple launch
could have military or
scientific purposes. Three of
the U.S. eight-craft launches
were described officially ai
"defense communications'.'
The last U.S. multiple
launch of this magnitude took
place June 13, 1968.

Beef Champ

(212) 361.3088

Mr. JACK COHEN -

999 S. MAIN

354-8611

THIS WEDNESDAY

The 'Pizza Feast'
INTERFRATERNITY PIZZA EATING CONTEST
Free drinks for all spectators

Anti-Panther law stalls

M rtaMe...

TOLEDO (AP)--The
Toledo City Council voted
yesterday to indefinitely
postpone action on a controversial law aimed at
restricting activities of armed
bands of Black Panthers.

Council voted 6-1 to postpone action on the ordinance
that would have prohibited
carrying of all firearms,
knives and other weapons in
public places and cars.
The proposed ordinance

was a result of two nights of
confrontation last week
between Black Panthers and
Toledo police. About 20
Negroes, armed with rifles
and
shotguns,
twice
surrounded patrol cars last
week and ordered them out of
the predominately black Dorr
Street area.
The ordinance, backed by
Mayor William Ensign and the
local Fraternal Order of
was
postponed
In a related event Police,
yesterday, the University said because the council comit intended to charge for clean- mittee on human relations
up operations resulting from a asked time to consider Panbenefit concert held Saturday ther complaints of police
to raise bail money for Miss brutality.
McWhirter.
The benefit, held on the
plaza of the Student Services
Building, lasted from noon
until 10:30 p.m. and included
rock groups and folk singers.
A total of $325 was raised.
Raymond Whit taker, dean
of students, said he had asked
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
the office of Buildings and Supreme Court agreed
Facilities to submit an yesterday to hear arguments
estimate of the clean-up costs. on the constitutionality of the
The bill will be sent to Middle District of
Columbia's
Gass Youth, the sponsoring abortion law.
organization.
The Justice Department,
Len Estrin, who is in had appealed to the high court
charge of raising the money when tne law was nullified by
for bail, said he did not know a federal judge here. The
how much the bill would be review could seal the fate of
and Dean Whittaker declined abortion laws across the land.
to give any estimate.
The local law had
The clean-up involved the prohibited abortions except
elimination of chalk drawings when "necessary for the
from the plaza. Students preservation of the mother's
connected with the benefit health."
The hearing will be held
labeled the clean-up "unnecessary" and the proposed next fall.
Last November, US. Dist.
billing "absurd."

Bond set at $10,050
for McWhirter case
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Loy McWhirter. 19, from
Boonesville, North Carolina,
remains in the Wood County
Jail following her arrent last
Wednesday by campus
security officers on charges of
possession of marijuana and
trespassing.
Bond has been set at
$10,050. and her arraignment
in Municipal Court is
scheduled for 9 am Friday.
Miss McWhirter, who is not
a student, was arrested as she
was reading a book in the
main lobby of Kohl Hall. It is
reported she had been staying
at the residence hall for some
time.

Number/9
The "weekly" Number 9
section of the BG News needs
your help to remain such.
Send all your excellent articles to Number 9, located
within the confines of the BG
News office, University Hall,
or send them to Barb Jacola,
same address.

Panthers and a group
called the Black Cardinals
have agreed to work to keep
guns off the street while they
"talk out" their problems with
city officials.
Council met more than six
hours Saturday, but failed to
act
on
the
proposed
legislation.
Acting police chief Robert
Duck warned, "If the law is
not passed and passed fast, we
are going to be in a state of
warfare."
The gun restriction law can
only be reconsidered by
majority vote of the council.

Court ok's hearing
on abortion laws
Judge Gerhard A. Gesell said
the law was invalid because
the word "health" was not
defined. That is, he reasoned,
physicians could not know
what they could do legally and
what they were forbidden to
do.
The Justice Department, in
appealing, said the ruling
freed all licensed physicians
in the capital to patmui
abortions on pregnant women
for any reason.
Thirty-six states have
abortion laws but they are not
all alike.
Several states are in the
process of liberalizing their
laws or have already done so.
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Stickers gain 'sweet' revenge
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor

Well, all the adjectives and
cliches can be thrown oat in
praise for the Falcon lacrosse
team as they achieved a
number of firsts in the victory
ver Denison. 8-6.
It was the first time
)enison has lost a league
ame in four years. It was
Jso the first time that BG had

ever defeated the Kg Red.
And. maybe it was fitting in
a way as Bowling Green
gained sweet revenge for last
year's 19-4 shelling they absorbed at Denison. The victory was extremely sweet for
seniors John Dohms, Bill
Burch, Jim Newcity, Sal
Zanfardino and Joe Zimmerman as they were able to
beat the Big Red for the first
time in their collegiate i

The importance of the
game was revealed in the
preparation that was taken in
the week of practice before the
contest and in the celebration
that took place afterwards. In
both cases it seemed like the
Super Bowl, the World Series
and the Stanley Cup were all
riding on the game.
In the week before the
game Mickey Cochrane had
installed a new system of

clearing the ball down the
field as well as putting in a
complete patterned offense.
Both of these were done in
complete secrecy.
The new clearing system
was worked to perfection as
was the offensive pattern. The
clearing was worked with the
defenseman throwing the ball
the entire length of the field to
an attackman near the goal.
The patterned offensive

was worked by the three attackers, Dohms, Bruce
Correll and Steve Sachse and
the midfield units.
The game strategy was to
stick with the patterned offense no matter what happened. As it turned out BG
Jumped out to an early 2-0 lead
in the first period. However,
Denison made their move in
the second period and the
game was tied 4-4 at the half.
But, that was about all the
Denison had to give as they
were shut-out in the third
period and were held to two
insufficient goals in the last
period. So BG could stay with
the pattern and they were not
in any real big trouble.
So the two new tactics in
the Falcon game plan were
worked to perfection but it
was the midfield play that
decided the game.
"The game was won on the
midfield as our middies
outplayed theirs," said
Cochrane.
John Brizendine got things
.rolling as usual by winning the
opening faceoff and just about
every other one in the game.
Then Brizendine and the other
middies Zimmerman, Zanfardino, Sam Giarrusso, and
Art Curtis worked with the
attackers to score. Then they
raced back to help out the
defense to keep the Big Red
from putting the ball in the
net.
Middies
Brizendine,
Zimmerman and I Jef Elsmo
figured in the scoring as did
attackers Correll and Dohms.
Cochrane
tabbed
Brizendine, Zimmerman,
Correll and Burch for their
excellent games and everyone
else for their great efforts.
Also a factor in the game
*as the delegation of fans that
vere present and the noise
hey put out. Even though
here was a doubleheader and
arious other campus acvities the stickers still drew
crowd of 500
And they
eUed like 5,000. Cochrane felt
vat this had a definite effect
n the Falcons and the way
ley played.
"It had to be our biggest
toroase win aver at Bowling
Iran," concluded Cochrane.
Nvwspholo by Klrt Bobud.t

BG
22 1 3-8
Denison I49t-I
;0AI.S-BG Correll (4),
a-taendlne (2), Zimmerman
ad Elimo.
Denison Ferguson (2),
tmerson,
Haynle
and
Jazarub.

N»wi»n«i« »y Mrt H«bu4*f
0

Z^^S^^^^ZSZL ^

«KBIgRedaKlrfu,tte.f»..«.i.foryeW.^,.toed

iSSISTS-BG Zimmerman (3),
learns (2), and Elsmo.
Denison Ferguson and
Haynle
SHOTS-BG M, Denison 22
SAVES- BG Burch 12

HOCKEY CHEERUAWNG
TRY0UTS
CLINIC • TMS. April 28
W.d. April 2f
4:30 - let Art..
TIYOUTS - TMS. Miy 5
W.d. May 6

OPEN TO ALL WOMEN
D.G. ACTIVES
COLOR SPECIAL
ON WCDG-TV Channel 17

Tuesday, April 28, 5:30

DON'T
MISS ITU

turn
on
life
The APO
Blood Bank

There is a newborn baby
who needs a whole new
blood supply
a sick
child who longs lo run
and play again .. an
accident victim who is
bleeding excessively ...
a young mother who has
been badly burned ... an
elderly person undergoing

SU9ery

Medico 1 Center
Wed. 10-4
Thurs. 9-3
Call 2-2343 for appt.

A VICTORY salute la given to lacrosse coach Mickey Cochrane by the victorious
Falcon team as they carried him oil the field after their 8-t triumph over the
Denison Big Red. The win was Bowling Green's first over the Big Red and moved
the Falcons into first place in the Mid-west lacrosse league.

Here's the deal
You give blood through Red Cross
once a year. II someone in your
family becomes ill or has an
accident and requires blood, he
will receive all he needs

Sunday, May 10

'Why limit yourself to one
^Mother's 'Day Card this year?
Relatives and friends like to be remembered, too. with Hallmark cards
and gifts on Mother's Day. There's no limit to the |oy you'll receive when
you send your "very best" to all the Mothers in your life

:

I ] Mother

Sisterin-Law
Daughter-in-law

DMorn
Uke It Is
Most donors leel no dillerence
physically alter they give Your
body makes new blood constantly
and replaces the volume in a tew
hours No need to get up tight

No hangup
Less than 10 minutes tor the actual
donation—not even an hour for the
whole scene

O Mommy

. From Mother
Mother Irom Teen Ager

□ Wife

i

[] Niece
□ Aunt
L] Grandmother

.

[ ] Grandma

To Anyone
.j Other Mother

To the one I love
Religious
I Rosary

□ Nana
C] Granddaughter

O Dear Mother

O From Daughter
□ Great Grandmother

.
.

Nice Mother
like a Mother
Godmother

□ From Son
;

Niw Mother
Mother ol Someone Oear

Sister

□ Daughter

.. Mother-to-Be

Quality Printing
WHILE YOU WAIT
for just pennies

Students —
CaitipUS
OrgM-IOttoiS

NEED FLYERS and POSTERS for
upcoming ELECTIONS??
COME TO

111 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN
352-5762

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
□ Thoughtfulness Albums
[ ] Keepsake Albums

SPECIAL TITLES
Across the miles
Appreciation

□ Photo Albums
□ Playing Cards
□Jewelry
□ Candy
□ Gift Wrap
□ Stationery
□ Notes
□ Cologne

Cheer
□ Friend
Gift Enclosure
□ From All of Us
J From Both of Us
□ From Family
□ To our Mother
□ Bill Holder
□ Birthday
□ Secret Pal
11 Sympathy

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services Bldg.
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Falcons sport record weekend
Doug Bair twirls
Falcon no-hitter

Four mile team
breaks old mark
By Vln Mannix
Sports Writer
"Nobodies" no longer.
Steve Danforth, Rich
Breeze, Sid Sink, and Dave
Wot tie proved last week's
Kansas Relay win in the four
mile relay to be no fluke,
lil.-i7.ini! a record 16:26.4 victory at the Drake Relays,
(third best ever in collegiate
running) establishing
themselves as the best in the
nation this year.
Running the event for the
last time this year' in
collegiate competition, these
"giant eaters" polished
almost ten seconds off last
week's record time 116:35.6)
outburning a fleet field of
teams including Western
Michigan, second, Kansas,
third, Nebraska, Illinois, and
Missouri.
Western Michigan was only
a second and three tenths
behind the falcons, running a
16:27.7, followed by Kansas'
16:31.4.
"The first six finishers
broke the old Drake Relay

Falcon hooters
lose to Loraii
Depth, usually a blessing
for an athletic team proved to
be the downfall of the Bowling
Green soccer team in its first
contest of the spring season
against Lorain Community
College.
On the field, behind
Memorial Hall, the Falcons
lost a hard fought match 3-2.
BG started off the scoring in
the first period when center
forward
Bill
Minarik
pumped a 18 yard shot into the
left side of the net. Joe Coata
assisted on the play.
Uiriiin came back quickly
and matched the tally with one
of their own later in the
period. The Falcons finished
the scoring in the first quarter
when Minarik took a pass
from halfback Howy Siegel
and drilled it into the net from
22 yards out moving BG ahead
2-1.
In the second half, the
Falcons came out with a new
team. The substitutions
proved to be a mistake.
Although excellant individual
skills were shown, the team
seemed to lack that close knit
teamwork they had exhibited
before, l..Ham took advantage
of this situation and scored in
the beginning minutes of the
third quarter and again in the
fourth period to come out the
victor.

record (16:38.7)," said Mel
Brodt, Falcon track coach.
"The best split (individual
mile time) came from a
Minnesota runner who ran a
4:01, but his team finished
seventh," added Brodt.
"The first three guys have
to keep each other up in the
race, so the last man can do
what he's supposed to do," he
explained.
I<ed off by Danforth's
4:06.5, the Falcon quartet's
coordination was terrific.
"We had a lot more
teamwork this time than we
did at Kansas," said Danforth.
"There wasn't any big gap to
make up like last week, we all
kept pace with the leaders
throughout the race this
time."
Clipping almost two
seconds off his time of 4:08.4
at Kansas, Danforth "kicked
harder the last quarter
because there were a lot more
guys in this race than at
Kansas."
Rich Breeze ran a 4:11.3
mile leg, a 3.6 second cut off
last week's time (4:14.9)
which was more than any of
his Kansas and Drake relay
mates.
"His time is coming down
in chunks, and that was the
biggest factor in winning this
race," said Danforth.
Breeze also finished up
second in his leg, and gave the

baton to Sink who also came in
second, 4:06.6 later.
In
reducing his previous low
14:09.5) by 2.9 seconds, Sink
leaves no doubt that he's back.
Up to this point in the race,
the three Falcons ran true to
form, keeping up with the
tempo of the leaders. Western
Michigan.
"We knew what the story
was when Sink pulled in and
made the exchange with
Wottle," said Brodt.
The
story
soon
materialized in the smoke of
Wottle's trail as he scorched
the last mile to victory in
4:02.0, eight tenths of a second
faster than his anchor leg one
week ago.
With the finish of that race
the Bowling Green four mile
relay team culminated a four
week period in the season of
impressive headway.
Development that began
with a stumbling 17:23
"fiasco" at the Kentucky
Relays and then the first win
at the OU Relays in 16:53.6 the
next week. The Danforth,
Breeze, Sink, and Wottle team
made headlines Just a week
after that knocking off
nationally ranked Kansas in
their own relays on a record
setting 16:35.6.
And for the finale this
weekend, they won again only
this time in a place called Des
Moines, Iowa.

ByJackO'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor
It's a no hitter!
He missed first base exclaimed a sportswriter in the
press box.
And sure enough it was!
Doug Bair became the first
Falcon hurler to pitch a nohitter since 1956. A Junior from
Melrose, Ohio, Bair was
superb as he struck out 16 and
walked only two to extend his
scoreless earned run streak to
34 2-3 inning.
"I was awful lucky," said a
cool and calm Bair in the
locker room interview.
Lucky is not the word for it.
For nine innings Bair had
been nursing his no-hitter until
Can Win sett, the first Redskin
up in the last frame, tapped a
Mopping fly ball down the
right-field line.
John Knox raced out from
his second base position in a
desperate attempt to make the
catch while right-fielder Joe
Chirko came charging in from
his outfield spot. The ball
dropped in between both of
them. Chirko in his valiant
effort to snag the ball slipped
and fell a few yards from
where the little sphere was
setting.
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THE PERFECT touch Is shown by Junior Doug Bair
as he winds up to throw the next pitch in his bid for a
no-hitter. Doug was successful In his attempt as he
struck out 16 In running his personal scoreless
earned run streak to 34 2-3 Innings.

Ruggers dump Detroit, 23-0
ByJackO'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's rugby
club continued its drive for an
undefeated
season
by
trouncing the Detroit rugby
club 23-0 this past weekend.
The shutout was the second
straight for the Falcons and
upped their season slate to 4-0.
Once again it was the BG
defense that controlled the
tempo of the contest as it
contained the Detroit club in
its own territory through most
of the contest.
The game was delayed a
hour at the start because a
Detroit player was picked up
by the police for speeding off
the exit ramp of the turnpike
and put in jail. This did not
stop the game entirely as
Bowling Green was quick to
offer help and supplied Detroit
with two players to get the
show on the road.

Even with the sun shining
and the temperature in the
70's, the game's participants
still enjoyed a quick mud bath
courtesy of Sterling Farm.
The mud was a result of the
poor drainage system of the
field which had absorbed all
the rain of the previous
morning.
Some fans who came out to
the event brought along
blankets and decided to soak

up a few rays of sunshine Falcons' leading scorer. BG
while others preferred to club
president
Chris
watch the wild and wooly Eckenroad, in his first start in
action in the traditional three weeks, responded by
manner, standing along the tallying one try while teamsidelines.
mate and prop Tim I-owery
In all about 100 curious added another.
people viewed at least part of
Rick Schneider and Jim
the battle with most of them Gerding rounded out Bowling
just coming out to find out Green's scoring as Schneider
what rugby is all about.
kicked one conversion while
Butch Falk scored three Gerding had three successful
times to remain as the extra point attempts.

Saturday's doubleheader
Bowling Green

sporrs

The Falcons managed to
come up with four runs to
support Bair's fine effort.
They scored one in the fourth
on a single by Joe Chirko, a
sacrifice by Tom Bennett, a
Miami error and a sacrifice
fly by Greg Wylie.

Platxer 5-2-2, Harris 1-0-0,
McKenzie 2-0-1, Wellman 1-0-1,
Bork 0-O-0, Marshal 0-0-0, Schweitzer 2-0-0, Totals 64-9-15.
Miami

Miami

Ohio Statt
The
Falcon
diamondmen will try to
get back on the winning
track today when they
host the Ohio State
Buckeyes at 3:30 p.m. at
SteUer Field.
The Buckeyes are
one of only three teams
to beat Ohio University
this season as they
edged the Bobcats 4-3 at
Columbus.
Bowling
Green owns a 12-9 slate
including a double dip
by Miami last Saturday.

Golfers post
2 victories

next weekend la hopes «f getting back into the thick of the conference
pennant race. Ohio University Is currently on top of the league standings
*'th
an
8-1
mark
while
the
Falcons
are
3-2.

BowlingGreen
AB-R-H Pettorlnl 3-1-1, Knox
3-2-1, Bennett 3*0, Chirko 4-0-

3, Wylie 3-0-0, Hill 3-0-0.
Karnehm 4-0-1, Rasor 4-1-1,
Bair 4-04. Totals 31-4-7.

Miami
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From the bench
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Falcons host

The fencing club will fence
at Ohio State this weekend and
will close out their season on
May 6th with the club
championships.

Bowling Green added two
insurance runs in the seventh
on two doubles, a single and a
walk.
The victory put Bowling
Green in second place in the
MAC title race but the position
was short lived as the Falcons
took a double dip on Saturday
losing the opener 124 and
dropping the nightcap 5-3.
In the first game on
Saturday, the Falcons fought
back from a 6-0 deficit to knot
the score at 6-6 with the help of
Ed Platzer's grand slam home
run. The pitching didn't hold
up and the Falcons absorbed
their eighth loss of the season.
In the nightcap, the
Falcons jumped out to an
early 3-0 lead but once again
the pitching staff fell apart
and the Falcons lost another
heartbreaker 5-3.
Bowling Green now owns a
3-3 conference slate while Ohio
University leads the pack with
an 8-1 record. Miami with the
two wins over the Falcons
upped their league record to 24.
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Competing along with Ward in
Foil was Jeff John and WanKong Ting. John Donnelly
fenced in sabre and Bill
Cooper and Pat Hammond in
Epee.

M*wipW* by L«rry Fullarton

"The umpires usually don't
look for it," he added. "I was
very surprised that he called
it."
Bair then proceeded to
strike out the next Redskin
before the final Miami player
hit a pop up to Knox.
"It has to be the best pitched game in that last ten
years," said Bowling Green
coach Dick Young.

Wylle 4-M, Hill 7-1-1, Karnehm 5-1-3, Rasor 6-0-0, Greln
1-04.
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GETTING READY to slide Into bane plate is an unidentified player
during a reacent Falcon home baseball game. Bowling Green will play
boat to the Ohio State Buckeyes this afternoon before travelling to Kent

When play resumed, Bair
stepped on the rubber and
tossed the ball over to first
baseman Bob Hill. The umpire
promptly signaled Winsett
out.
The Falcon dugout went
wild!
"A case of a man missing a
base occurs about once every
four games." explained first
baseman Bob Hill.

"He Just pitched a great
game," commented catcher
Bruce Rasor. "He threw the
ball where I wanted him to."

BowlingGreen 3000000-3
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Falcon catcher Bruce
Rasor immediately called for
the ball when he realized what
Winsett had done. The umpire
made no motion to recognize
the appeal by Rasor because
time out had been called.

All H-H Pettorlnl 7-0-1, Knox
6-1-2. Bennett 8-1-2, Chirko 9-11

Fonctrs place in tournament
The Bowling Green Fencing Club was represented by
six contestants in the All-Ohio
Fencing Classic at Kent State
this past weekend.
The Club's outstanding
fencer over the weekend was
Michael Ward. Ward fenced
well for his first time in
championship competition
taking ninth place in the finals
of the foil competition.

Meanwhile, Winsett
decided to stretch his single
into a double but bypassed
first base in the process.
Chirko upon fielding the ball
threw it to second but the peg
was late and Winsett was safe.

Coach John Piper summed
up last Saturday's golf
quadrangular by saying, "We
were very pleased with
everyone's performance."
The performances he is
referring to consisted of six
rounds under 80 for the
Bowling Green golf squad.
Tying for medalist honors
were Dick Erick, Jim Stone
and Rick Faulk all with
rounds of 77. In with 78 were
John Anderson and "B" team
members Steve Bursa and
Rick Metz.
Along with Craig Leister's
80 the "A" team had a five
man total of SIB. This mark
bettered the goal of 390 or
lower set by Coach Piper. The
"B" team finished with 403
which enabled them to Join the
"A" squad in defeating both
Firelands and Findlay.
"We're encouraged with
Faulk's performance, said
Piper. "He really worked real
hard all week."
Leading Bowling Green's
opposition were Rex Kear of
Findlay and Frank Carder of
Firelands. Carder hid a 79
while Kear carded an 82.

Baseball showtime
By Gary Brown
Sports Writer
For all of those who missed Saturday afternoon's
doubleheader against Miami because of the lacrosse game or
'"other reasons" this writer would just like to tell you how
sorry he is for you.
You missed one of the best acting performances to hit the
diamond in quite awhile. The entire cast was superb and
Miami's coach Bud Middaugh should have won an oscar.
As in any performance, the plot is one of the most important
factors. The first game was no exception. Just stop and think
what a movie this would make: Bowling Green is coming off a
no-hit performance by Doug Bair, the scouts are in the press box
and the spectators are confidently awaiting another victory for
their "dear old college."
Little do they know, however, that the Falcons, second in the
conference at gametime, will despite getting eight hits, while
loading the bases three times, still manage to lose 12-6.
The script included a total of seven errors (five by the local
favorites) and a couple "slashing" bloopers to short left field.
What a tremendous comedy-drama!
As I mentioned before, the star of the show was chief Middaugh. When you think of the game you think of him. This is
probably due to the fact that he was in just about every scene.
He delivered striking speeches to his catcher and pitcher and
just about every other person on the field.
Even those pow-wows with the umpire in the middle of each
inning which seemed to be only a useless waste of time to the
spectators turned out to be merely a unifying factor. They tied
all of his other performances together. It was simply an unbelievable performance.
But our coach Dick Young was not to be outdone. He had a
minor role as far as actual screen time goes but he delivered a
fantastic portrayal of an enraged coach over a bad call. I did no
good as usual but the fans really enjoyed it.
This incident brings to mind other actors who should be
cited. The umpires will go down in history as "the best performance by a supporting actor in a stereotype role". They did
a great Job by standing unflenching in dispute over a call and
succeeding in capturing that ever present but difficult "varying
strike zone." It is rumored that one umpire even went so far in
preparing for his role that he came to the park with a seeingeye-dog.
But perhaps the greatest single element was the immenseness of the event. It required a huge cast mainly because
everyone got to pitch. Chiel Middaugh not only used his
regular pitcher but his third baseman and right fielder as
well! He was even about to put in the shortstop when the game
ended.
Bowling Green was no slouch in the acting category either,
sending five men to the mound. Some did better Jobs acting as
losing pitchers than others. One was very poor. He pitched two
innings and only allowed one hit and no runs.
Yes, it was truly a great performance. One like Jt may not
be seen again at Bowling Green for a long while. Those unfortunate enough to miss it will just have to wait for the movie
version.
Let's see? We could get Fred McMurry as the coach, the
three Stooges could play the outfield and the entire cast of Laugh
In could be the pitchers

